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Abstract

For a positive parameter β, the β-bounded distance between a pair of vertices u, v in a weighted undirected graph
G = (V,E, ω) is the length of the shortest u−v path inG with at most β edges, aka hops. For β as above and ε > 0,
a (β, ε)-hopset of G = (V,E, ω) is a graph GH = (V,H, ωH) on the same vertex set, such that all distances in G
are (1 + ε)-approximated by β-bounded distances in G ∪GH .

Hopsets are a fundamental graph-theoretic and graph-algorithmic construct, and they are widely used for distance-
related problems in a variety of computational settings. Currently existing constructions of hopsets produce hopsets
either with Ω(n logn) edges, or with a hopbound nΩ(1). In this paper we devise a construction of linear-size hopsets
with hopbound (ignoring the dependence on ε) (log log n)log logn+O(1). This improves the previous hopbound for
linear-size hopsets almost exponentially.

We also devise efficient implementations of our construction in PRAM and distributed settings. The only ex-
isting PRAM algorithm [EN16a] for computing hopsets with a constant (i.e., independent of n) hopbound requires
nΩ(1) time. We devise a PRAM algorithm with polylogarithmic running time for computing hopsets with a constant
hopbound, i.e., our running time is exponentially better than the previous one. Moreover, these hopsets are also signif-
icantly sparser than their counterparts from [EN16a]. We apply these hopsets to achieve the following online variant
of shortest paths in the PRAM model: preprocess a given weighted graph within polylogarithmic time, and then
given any query vertex v, report all approximate shortest paths from v in constant time. All previous constructions of
hopsets require either polylogarithmic time per query or polynomial preprocessing time.

1 Introduction

1.1 Hopsets
Consider a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E, ω). Consider another graph GH = (V,H, ωH) on the same vertex
set, that satisfies that for every (u, v) ∈ H , ωH(u, v) ≥ dG(u, v), where dG(u, v) stands for the distance between u
and v in G. For a positive integer parameter β, and a positive parameter ε > 0, the graph GH is called a (β, ε)-hopset
ofG, if for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , the β-bounded distance d(β)

G∪GH (u, v) between u and v inG∪GH is within

a factor 1+ε from the distance dG(u, v) between these vertices inG, i.e., dG(u, v) ≤ d(β)
G∪GH (u,w) ≤ (1+ε)dG(u, v).

The β-bounded distance between u and v in G is the length of the shortest β-bounded u-v-path Πu,v in G, i.e., of a
shortest path Πu,v with at most β hops/edges.

Hopsets constitute an important algorithmic and combinatorial object, and they are extremely useful for exact
and approximate distance computations in a large variety of computational settings, including the distributed model
[Nan14, HKN16, EN16a, EN16b, Elk17], parallel (PRAM) model [KS97, SS99, Coh00, MPVX15, EN16a, FL16],
streaming model [Nan14, HKN16, EN16a, Elk17], dynamic setting [Ber09, HKN14], for routing [LP15, EN16a,
∗This research was supported by the ISF grant No. (724/15).
†Supported in part by ISF grant No. (1817/17) and by BSF grant No. 2015813.
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EN18], and also for approximation algorithms in PRAM [FL16]. The notion of hopsets was coined in a seminal paper
of Cohen [Coh00]. (Though some first implicit constructions appeared a little bit earlier [UY91, KS97, SS99, Coh97].)

In [Coh00], Cohen also devised landmark constructions of hopsets. Specifically, she showed that for any pa-
rameters κ = 1, 2, . . ., and ε > 0, and any n-vertex graph G, there exists a (β, ε)-hopset with O(n1+1/κ · log n)

edges, with β = O
(

logn
ε

)O(log κ)

. Moreover, she showed that hopsets with comparable attributes can be efficiently
constructed in the centralized and parallel settings. Specifically, in the centralized setting her algorithm takes an ad-
ditional parameter ρ > 0, and constructs a hopset of size O(n1+1/κ · log n) edges in O(|E|nρ) time, with hopbound

β = O
(

logn
ε

)O(log κ)
ρ

. In the PRAM model, her hopset has size O(n1+1/κ) ·O(log n)O( log κ
ρ ), and β is as above, and

it is constructed in roughly O(β) (i.e., polylogarithmic time), and with O(|E| · nρ) work.
Cohen [Coh00] also raised the open question of existence and efficient constructability of hopsets with better

attributes; she called it an “intriguing research problem”. In the two decades that passed since Cohen’s work [Coh00],
numerous algorithms for constructing hopsets in various settings were devised [Ber09, HKN14, Nan14, MPVX15,
EN16a]. The hopsets of [Ber09, HKN14, Nan14, HKN16] are no better than those of [Coh00] in terms of their
attributes. (But they are constructed in settings to which Cohen’s algorithm is not known to apply.) The algorithm of
[MPVX15] builds hopsets of sizeO(n), but with a large hopbound β = nΩ(1). In [EN16a], the current authors showed
that there always exist (β, ε)-hopsets of size O(n1+1/κ · log n), with constant (i.e., independent of n) hopbound β =
O( log κ

ε )log κ+O(1). In the PRAM model, [EN16a] showed two results. First, that for parameters ε, ρ, ζ > 0 and κ =

1, 2, . . ., hopsets with constant hopbound β = O
(

log κ+1/ρ
εζ

)log κ+2/ρ+O(1)

can be constructed in timeO(nζ ·β), using

O(|E|·nρ+ζ) work. Second, [EN16a] devised a PRAM algorithm with polylogarithmic timeO
(

logn
ε

)log κ+1/ρ+O(1)

,

albeit with a polylogarithmic β roughly equal to the running time. The hopset’s size is O(n1+1/κ · log n) in the second
result as well.

These results of [EN16a] strictly outperformed the longstanding tradeoff of [Coh00] in all regimes, and proved the
existence of hopsets with constant hopbound. However, they left a significant room for improvement. First, the hopsets
of [EN16a] have Ω(n log n) edges in all regimes. As a result, the only currently existing sparser hopsets [UY91, KS97,
SS99, MPVX15] have hopbound of nΩ(1). Hence it was left open if hopsets with size o(n log n) and hopbound no(1)

exist. Second, the question whether hopsets with constant hopbound can be constructed in polylogarithmic PRAM
time was left open (recall that the previous best algorithm requires nΩ(1) PRAM time).

In this paper we answer both these questions in the affirmative. Specifically, we show that for any κ = 1, 2, . . .,

there exists a (β(κ, ε), ε)-hopset, for all ε > 0 simultaneously, with sizeO(n1+1/κ) and β = β(κ, ε) = O
(

log κ
ε

)log κ+O(1)

.

In particular, by setting κ = log n, we obtain a linear-size hopset, and its hopbound is β = O
(

log logn
ε

)log logn+O(1)

.
This is an almost exponential improvement of the previously best known upper bound (due to [MPVX15]) on the
hopbound of linear-size hopsets.

Second, in the PRAM setting, for any κ = 1, 2, . . ., ε > 0, and ρ > 0, our algorithm constructs hopsets of size

O(n1+1/κ·log∗ n), constant hopbound β = O
(

(log κ+1/ρ)2

ε

)log κ+1/ρ+O(1)

, in polylogarithmic timeO((log n)/ε)log κ+1/ρ+O(1),
using work O(|E| ·nρ). This is an exponential improvement of the parallel running time of the previously best-known
algorithm for constructing hopsets with constant hopbound due to [EN16a]. The result also implies that the problem
of constructing sparse hopsets with constant hopbound is in RNC.

We can also shave the log∗ n factor in the size, that allows for a linear-size hopset, but then β grows to be roughly
the running time. See Table 1 for a concise comparison between existing and new results concerning hopsets in the
PRAM model.

On the lower bound frontier, Abboud et al. [ABP17] showed that the dependency on ε in the hopbound β from
[EN16a] is nearly tight. Our hopbound in the current construction is the same as in [EN16a]. Specifically, the lower

bound of [ABP17] asserts that a (β, ε)-hopset with O(n1+1/κ) edges must have β = Ω
(

1
ε log κ

)log κ−1

. Note that this
lower bound does not preclude the existence of (β, ε)-hopsets with arbitrarily small constant ε > 0, linear size and
hopbound β = logO(log 1/ε) n = logO(1) n. Hopsets that we devise in the current paper have β = (log n)O(log log logn)
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in this regime (i.e., linear size and arbitrarily small constant ε > 0).
An additional property of our hopset is that it comes with a compact path-recovery mechanism. Specifically,

in applications in distributed computing, such as approximate shortest paths computation and routing, hopset edges
e have to be replaced by actual paths Pe in the original graph G, that implement these edges. To do it, previous
distributed hopsets’ constructions [Nan14, HKN14, HKN16, EN16a] required every vertex v to store all hopset edges
e such that Pe traverses v. This resulted in a prohibitively large blow-up in the memory used by graph vertices. The
new path-recovery mechanism that we develop in this paper enables us to avoid this blow-up, and to keep the individual
memory requirements of vertices in check. We exploit this mechanism in our low-memory approximate shortest paths
algorithm, and in our new low-memory distributed routing scheme, developed in the companion paper [EN18].

Our algorithm also provides improved results for constructing hopsets in distributed CONGEST and Congested
Clique models (see Section 3 for definition of these models). In all these models, our algorithm constructs linear-size
hopsets. Also, the running time of our algorithms in all these models does not depend on the aspect ratio Λ of the
graph. 1 In contrast, previous algorithms [Nan14, HKN16, EN16a] for constructing hopsets in the CONGEST model
all have running time proportional to log Λ.

Reference Size β = Hopbound Time Work
[KS97, SS99] O(n) O(

√
n) O(

√
n log n) O(|E| ·

√
n)

[MPVX15] O(n) O(n
4+α
4+2α ) O(n

4+α
4+2α ) O(|E| · log3+α n)

O(n) nΩ(1) nΩ(1) O(|E| · logO(1) n)

[Coh00] n1+1/κ · (log n)O( log κ
ρ ) (log n)O( log κ

ρ ) (log n)O( log κ
ρ ) O(|E| · nρ)

[EN16a] O(n1+ 1
κ · log n) (log n)

log κ+ 1
ρ+O(1)

(log n)
log κ+ 1

ρ+O(1)
O(|E| · nρ)

O(n1+ 1
κ · log n)

(
log κ+ 1

ρ

ζ

)log κ+O( 1
ρ )

O(nζ · β) O(|E| · nρ+ζ)

New O(n1+ 1
κ ) (log n)

log κ+ 1
ρ+O(1)

(log n)
log κ+ 1

ρ+O(1)
O(|E| · nρ)

O(n1+ 1
κ · log∗ n)

(
log κ+ 1

ρ

)O(log κ+ 1
ρ )

(log n)log κ+ 1
ρ+O(1) O(|E| · nρ)

Table 1: Comparison between (β, ε)-hopsets in the PRAM model (neglecting the dependency on ε). The hopsets of
[KS97, SS99] provide exact distances. The one-before-last line provides the first construction of linear-size hopsets
with hopbound no(1). The last line provides the first RNC algorithm for constructing sparse hopsets with constant
hopbound.

In this context we are thinking about the variant of the CONGEST model in which in every round, every vertex v
is allowed to send O(1) edge weights or identity numbers over each edge e = (v, u) incident on v, regardless of the
length of bit representations of these edge weights. We call this variant of the CONGEST model the CONGEST RAM
model, because this assumption is analogous to the common assumption of the (centralized) RAM model, in which
it is assumed that every edge weight fits in one single memory cell, and can be processed in O(1) time. Even in the
standard CONGEST model, in numerous settings, the assumption that edge weights can be sent in a single message
is not equivalent to having message size Θ(log Λ). Whenever a 1 + ε multiplicative error in edge weights is allowed
(as is the case in our setting), one can use only O(log log Λ + log(1/ε)) bits to specify an edge weight. In particular,
our bounds stay the same even when edge weights are exponential in poly(n), rather than just polynomial in n. See
Appendix 6 for further discussion on the CONGEST RAM model and bit complexity of messages.

1.2 Applications
We use our new constructions of hopsets to derive improved distributed approximate single-source shortest paths
(SSSP) and s-source shortest paths (s-SSP) algorithms. These are extremely well-studied central problems in dis-
tributed computing [Elk01, EZ06, LPP16, Nan14, HKN16, EN16a, BKKL17]. All known (1 + ε)-approximate al-

1The aspect ratio Λ of a graph G is given by Λ =
maxu,v∈V dG(u,v)

minu,v∈V,u 6=v dG(u,v)
.
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gorithms for the single-source problem in the CONGEST model have running time that depends at least linearly on
log Λ. Specifically, the state-of-the-art bound [BKKL17] is O(ε−O(1)(D +

√
n) · logO(1) n · log Λ). The best-known

algorithm for this problem with running time independent of Λ is an exact algorithm of [Elk17], with running time
Õ(D2/3n1/3 + n5/6).

Our new constructions of hopsets give rise to an algorithm for (1+ε)-approximate SSSP with running timeO(D+√
n)(2+1/ε)O(

√
logn log logn), i.e., the same running time as in [HKN16], but without dependence on log Λ. Moreover,

our algorithm is the first one in which vertices only use a small memory throughout the computation. Specifically,
the maximum memory per vertex required in our algorithm is 2O(

√
logn log logn), while in all previous algorithms

for this problem the memory requirement is at least Ω(n1/3). Furthermore, we can even achieve polylogarithmic
memory requirement of logO(1/µ) n, for a positive constant parameter µ > 0, at the expense of increasing the time to
O((D +

√
n) · nµ). See Table 2 for a concise comparison of existing and new results about SSSP problem.

For the s-SSP problem, for sufficiently large s (i.e., s = nζ , for an arbitrarily small constant ζ > 0), the state-
of-the-art bound is Õ(D +

√
ns) · log Λ, due to [EN16a]. Using our new construction of hopsets we eliminate the

dependence on log Λ here too, and achieve running time of Õ(D +
√
ns) for this problem.2

Reference Time Memory
[HKN16] O(D +

√
n) · 2O(

√
logn log logn) · log Λ Õ(

√
n)

[BKKL17] Õ(D +
√
n) · log Λ Õ(

√
n)

[Elk17] Õ(D2/3n1/3 + n5/6) · logn Λ, exact Õ(n1/3)

New O(D +
√
n) · 2O(

√
logn log logn) · logn log Λ 2O(

√
logn log logn)

O(D +
√
n) · nµ · logn log Λ logO(1/µ) n

Table 2: Summary of existing and new results for the approximate SSSP problem in the distributed CONGEST model.
The memory requirement in [Elk17] is Õ(n1/3), for D = O(

√
n log n), and it improves to Õ((n/D)1/3) for larger

D. In the CONGEST RAM model there is no dependence on Λ in the last three lines.

1.2.1 PRAM Approximate Shortest Paths with Preprocessing

In the PRAM setting, our improved construction of hopsets gives rise to improved running time for the following
variant of the s-SSP problem, which we call PRAM Approximate Shortest Paths with Preprocessing, or PRAM ASPP.
We are allowed to first preprocess the graph, and then the sources S arrive in an online manner. Our objective is then
to answer each query for a source u ∈ S, by returning all approximate shortest paths from u, in a very small parallel
time.

We can use our hopsets to preprocess the input graph in polylogarithmic in n time and using Õ(|E| · n1/k) work,
for a constant parameter k ≥ 1. Then, given a source u, our algorithm returns (1 + ε)-approximate shortest paths from
u to all other vertices in constant (k/ε)O(k) time, using ≈ O(|E| · n1/k) work. See Theorem 12 in Section 5.2. This
should be compared with a solution based on our previous hopsets’ construction [EN16a], where polylogarithmic time
preprocessing did not really help. Even after constructing the hopset of [EN16a], one still needed a polylogarithmic
(with a high exponent), as opposed to a constant, time to process each source. We note that the algorithm of Becker et
al. [BKKL17] does not apply to the PRAM model, as pointed out in [BKKL17].

1.3 Technical Overview
Cohen’s algorithm [Coh00] is based on a subroutine for constructing pairwise covers [Coh93, ABCP93], i.e., collec-
tions of small-radii clusters with small maximum overlap (no vertex belongs to too many clusters). The algorithm is
a top-down recursive procedure: it interconnects large clusters of the cover via hopset edges, and recurses in small
clusters. To keep the overall overlap of all recursion levels in check, Cohen used the radius parameter O(log n) for the

2To the best of our understanding, the algorithm of [BKKL17] scales linearly with s for the s-SSP problem, and so, for large s, the state-of-the-art
bounds are based on hopsets.
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covers. This resulted in a hopbound, which is at least polylogarithmic in n. Cohen’s hopset is also built separately for
each distance scale [2i, 2i+1), i = 0, 1, . . . , log Λ, and the ultimate hopset is the union of all these single-scale hopsets.

The hopsets construction of [EN16a] (due to the current authors) also builds a single-scale hopset for each distance
scale, and then takes their union as an ultimate hopset. The construction of single-scale hopsets in [EN16a] is based
upon ideas from the construction of (1 + ε, β)-spanners of [EP04] for unweighted graphs. It starts with a partition of
the vertex set V into singleton clusters P0 = {v | v ∈ V }, and alternates superclustering and interconnection steps.
In a superclustering step some of the clusters of the current partition are merged into larger clusters (of Pi+1), while
the other clusters are interconnected with one another via hopset edges.

This approach (of [EN16a]) enabled us to prove existence of hopsets with constant hopbound, but it appears to
be incapable of producing hopsets of size o(n log n). Indeed, even if each single-scale hopset is of linear size (which
is indeed the case in [EN16a]), their union is doomed to be of size Ω(n log n). Moreover, in parallel and distributed
settings, one produces a hopset i+ 1 based upon a hopset of scale i. This results in accumulation of stretch from 1 + ε
to (1 + ε)logn. To alleviate this issue, one needs to rescale ε. However, then the hopbound grows from constant to
polylogarithmic. To get around this, [EN16a] used a smaller number of scales, and this indeed enables [EN16a] to
construct hopsets with constant hopbound in these settings, albeit the running time becomes proportional to the ratio
between consequent scales, i.e., it becomes nΩ(1).

The closest to our current construction of hopsets is the line of research of [Ber09, HKN14, HKN16, Nan14],
which is based on a construction of distance oracles due to Thorup and Zwick [TZ01]. To construct their oracles,
[TZ01] used a hierarchy of sets V = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ . . . Aκ−1 ⊇ Aκ = ∅, where each vertex of Ai, for all i =
0, 1, . . . , κ− 2, is sampled with probability n−1/κ for inclusion into Ai+1. For each vertex u ∈ V , [TZ01] defined for
every i = 0, 1, . . . , κ− 1, the ith pivot pi(u) to be its closest vertex in Ai, and the ith bunch Bi(u) = {v | dG(u, v) <

dG(u,Ai+1)} ∪ {pi+1(u)}, (for i = κ, let {pκ(u)} = ∅), and the entire bunch B(u) =
⋃κ−1
i=0 Bi(u). They also

defined the dual sets, clusters, C(v) = {u | v ∈ B(u)}. Bernstein and others [Ber09, HKN14, Nan14, HKN16] used
this construction with κ = Θ̃(

√
log n), and built Thorup-Zwick clusters with respect to 2Õ(

√
logn)-bounded distances.

As a result, they obtained a so-called 2Õ(
√

logn)-bounded hopset, i.e., a hopset which takes care only of pairs u, v ∈ V
of vertices that admit a 2Õ(

√
logn)-bounded shortest path. They then used this bounded hopset in a certain recursive

fashion (see the so-called hop reduction of Nanongkai [Nan14]) to obtain their ultimate hopset.
Thorup-Zwick’s construction with κ = Θ̃(

√
log n) alone introduces into the hopset n · 2Θ̃(

√
logn) edges, and thus,

such a hopset cannot be very sparse. In addition, the recursive application of the hop reduction technique results
in a hopbound of 2Ω̃(

√
logn). Finally, these constructions [HKN14, Nan14, HKN16] and their analyses are rather

complicated.
Our construction of hopsets is based upon a construction of Thorup-Zwick’s sublinear-error emulators3 [TZ06],

as opposed to Thorup-Zwick distance oracles and spanners that served as a starting point of the algorithms [Ber09,
HKN14, Nan14, HKN16]. Specifically, to obtain the hierarchy V = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ . . . Alog κ−1 ⊇ Alog κ = ∅, one
samples each vertex of Ai, for i = 0, 1, . . . , log κ − 2, with probability roughly n−2i/κ for inclusion in Ai+1. Then
one defines the bunch of a vertex u ∈ Ai as B(u) = {v ∈ Ai | dG(v, u) < dG(v,Ai+1)} ∪ {pi+1(u)}, and sets

H =
⋃
u∈V
{(u, v) | v ∈ B(u)} . (1)

For unweighted graphs G, [TZ06] showed that H given by (1) is a sublinear-error emulator with stretch α(d) =
O(log κ · d1−1/(log κ−1)) and O(log κ · n1+1/κ) edges. By a different proof argument, we show that the very same

construction for weighted graphs provides a (β, ε)-hopset of the same size and with β = O
(

log κ
ε

)log κ−1

, for all
ε > 0 simultaneously. Moreover, by adjusting the sampling probabilities, we also shave the log κ factor from both the
hopset’s and the emulator’s size, while increasing the exponent of β by 1. (This also gives rise to the first linear-size
emulator with sub-linear additive stretch for unweighted graphs.) Our analysis is different than the analysis of [TZ06]:
we need to handle weighted graphs (as opposed to the sublinear-error emulator, which works only for unweighted
graphs), and also we analyze the hopbound, as opposed to the stretch, which is analyzed in [TZ06].

3A graph G′ = (V,E′, ω′) is called a sublinear-error emulator of an unweighted graph G = (V,E), if for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V ,
we have dG(u, v) ≤ dG′ (u, v) ≤ dG(u, v) + α(dG(u, v)) for some sub-linear stretch function α. If G′ is a subgraph of G, it is called a
sublinear-error spanner of G.
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As a result, we obtain a construction of hopsets, which is (arguably) by far simpler than the previous Thorup-
Zwick-based constructions of hopsets [Ber09, HKN14, Nan14, HKN16].4 As was discussed above, it also provides
hopsets with much better parameters, and it is more adaptable to efficient implementation in various computational
settings. Our construction is also much simpler than the constructions of [Coh00, EN16a], which are not based on
Thorup-Zwick’s hierarchy.

Parallel and distributed implementations of our hopset’s construction proceed in scales ` = 0, 1, . . . , log n, where
on scale ` the algorithm constructs a 2`-bounded hopset. This is different from the situation in [Coh00, EN16a, Nan14,
HKN16], where scale ` takes care of distances in the range [2`, 2`+1). An important advantage of this is that we no
longer need to take the union of all single-scale hopsets into our hopset; rather we just take the largest-scale hopset as
our ultimate hopset. This saves a factor of log n in the size, and enables us to construct linear-size hopsets in parallel
and distributed settings. The fact that we do not work with distance scales, but rather with hop-distance-scales, makes
it possible to avoid the dependence on log Λ in the distributed construction time. All previous distributed algorithms
for constructing approximate hopsets [Nan14, HKN16, EN16a] have running time proportional to log Λ. (A distributed
construction of an exact hopset [Elk17] by the first-named author, however, avoids this dependence too. Alas, it has a
much higher running time.)

The fact that the construction’s scales are with respect to hop-distances, as opposed to actual distances, enables
us to essentially avoid accumulation of error. This is done by the following recursive procedure. First, we build
2`-bounded hopsets H(`), ` = 0, 1, . . . , log n, and set H(1) = H(logn) to be the highest-scale hopset. This process
involves accumulation of stretch, and after rescaling the stretch parameter ε, the hopset H(1) ends up having polylog-
arithmic hopbound β1. Its construction time is roughly β1, i.e., polylogarithmic as well. Now we add the hopset into
the original graph, and recurse on G ∪H(1). Note that now we only need to process log β1 ≈ log log n scales, rather
than log n ones. Hence the accumulation of stretch in the resulting hopset H(2) is much more mild than in H(1).
As a result, after rescaling the stretch parameter ε, the hopbound β2 of H(2) is roughly poly(log log n). By repeating
this recursive process for log∗ n iterations, we eventually achieve a hopset with constant hopbound in parallel poly-
logarithmic time. As was mentioned above, this dramatically improves the nΩ(1) parallel time required in [EN16a] to
construct a hopset with constant hopbound.

In the context of distributed computation, like in [LP15, EN16b], our hopset H is constructed on top of a virtual
(aka skeleton) graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where V ′ is a collection of ≈

√
n vertices, sampled from the original vertex set

V independently with probability ≈ n−1/2. There is an edge (u′, v′) ∈ E′ iff there is a Õ(
√
n)-bounded u′ − v′ path

in G. Surprisingly, we show that the hopset H for G′ can be constructed without ever constructing G′ itself! We only
compute those edges of G′, which are required for constructing the hopset H . (A similar phenomenon shows up in the
construction of [Elk17] of exact hopsets.) This is one of the keys to drastically decreasing the memory requirement of
our approximate SSSP algorithm, and of our low-memory routing schemes, devised in our companion paper [EN18].
Another crucial idea that we employ to guarantee a small individual memory requirement is ensuring that our hopset
H has small arboricity, i.e., that its edges can be oriented in such a way that every vertex has only a small out-degree.
This out-degree is proportional to the ultimate individual memory requirement of our algorithm.

Another key to decreasing the memory requirements is our compact path-recovery mechanism. Unlike previous
algorithms that use hopsets for shortest paths and routing [HKN14, Nan14, HKN16, LP15, EN16a], in our algorithm
a vertex v cannot afford storing all hopset edges e whose respective paths P (e) traverse v. Instead, we show that even
with limited memory one can execute a protocol that will recover for each hopset edge the path that implements it in
G.

1.4 A Bibliographical Note
A preliminary version of this paper [EN17] was published in the arXiv in the end of April, 2017. A few days later,
independently of us Huang and Pettie posted [HP17] a proof that Thorup-Zwick’s emulators give rise to linear-size
hopsets, and that the same construction applies for all ε simultaneously. The choice of sampling probabilities in [HP17]
is slightly better than ours, improving the exponent of our β by an additive 1. (That is, in our existential construction, if

4Our construction is simpler than that of [Ber09] in two aspects: First, [Ber09] use truncated TZ-bunches, while we use the standard TZ
bunches. Second, [Ber09] applies the construction for all possible distances scales, while we apply it just once. The distributed implementations of
[HKN14, Nan14, HKN16] are even more complicated, since the hop-reduction technique requires a recursive application of the construction.
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the size isO(n1+1/κ) then β = O
(

log κ
ε

)log κ

, while in theirs it isO
(

log κ
ε

)log κ−1

, and the latter is tight as a function
of ε [ABP17].) The manuscript of [HP17] does not show, however, that these hopsets can be efficiently constructed in
parallel or distributed models of computation.

1.5 Organization
Our linear-size hopsets appear in Section 2. The distributed construction of hopsets is in Section 3.1 for Congested
Clique and Section 3.2 for the CONGEST model. The hopsets in the PRAM model are presented in Section 4. The
applications to shortest paths in the CONGEST and PRAM models appear in Section 5.

2 Linear Size Hopsets
Let G = (V,E) be a weighted graph, and fix a parameter k ≥ 1. Let ν = 1/(2k − 1) (one should think of
κ = 2k − 1 = 1/ν). Let V = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Ak = ∅ be a sequence of sets, such that for all 0 ≤ i < k − 1,
Ai+1 is created by sampling every element from Ai independently with probability pi = n−2i·ν .5 It follows that for
0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 we have

Ni := E[|Ai|] = n ·
i−1∏
j=0

pj = n1−(2i−1)ν ,

and in particular Nk−1 = n(1+ν)/2.
For every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and every vertex u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1, define the pivot p(u) ∈ Ai+1 as a vertex satisfying

dG(u,Ai+1) = dG(u, p(u)) (note p(u) does not necessarily exist, e.g. for u ∈ Ak−1), and define the bunch

B(u) = {v ∈ Ai : dG(u, v) < dG(u,Ai+1)} ∪ {p(u)} .

The hopset is created by taking H = {(u, v) : u ∈ V, v ∈ B(u)}, where the length of the edge (u, v) is set as
dG(u, v). As argued in [TZ01], for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2 and u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1, the size of B(u) is bounded by a
random variable sampled from a geometric distribution with parameter pi (this corresponds to the first vertex of Ai,
when ordered by distance to u, that is included in Ai+1). So E[|B(u)|] ≤ 1/pi = n2i·ν . For u ∈ Ak−1 we have
E[|B(u)|] = Nk−1 = n(1+ν)/2. The expected size of the hopset H is at most

k−2∑
i=0

(Ni · n2i·ν) +Nk−1 ·Nk−1 = k · n1+ν .

The following lemma bounds the number of hops and stretch of H . Recall that d(t)
G (u, v) is the length of the

shortest-path between u, v in G that consists of at most t edges.

Lemma 1. Fix any 0 < δ < 1/(8k) and any x, y ∈ V . Then for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, at least one of the following
holds:

1. d((3/δ)i)
G∪H (x, y) ≤ (1 + 8δi) · dG(x, y).

2. There exists z ∈ Ai+1 such that d((3/δ)i)
G∪H (x, z) ≤ 2dG(x, y).

Proof. The proof is by induction on i. We start with the basis i = 0. If it is the case that y ∈ B(x), then we added
the edge (x, y) to the hopset, i.e. d(1)

H (x, y) = dG(x, y), and so the first item holds. Otherwise, consider the case that
x ∈ A1: then we can take z = x, so the second item holds trivially. The remaining case is that x ∈ A0 \ A1 and
y /∈ B(x), so by definition of B(x) we get that dG(x, y) ≥ dG(x,A1). By taking z = p(x), there is a single edge
between x, z in H of length dG(x, z) = dG(x,A1) ≤ dG(x, y), which satisfies the second item.

5Our definition is slightly different than that of [TZ06], which used pi = |Ai|/n1+ν , but it gives rise to the same expected size of Ai. We use
our version since it allows efficient implementation in various models of computation.
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Assume the claim holds for i, and we prove for i+ 1 (note we may assume i ≤ k−2, since the maximal i we need
is k − 1). Consider the path π(x, y) between x, y in G, and partition it into J ≤ 1/δ segments {Lj = [uj , vj ]}j∈[J],
each of length at most δ · dG(x, y), and at most 1/δ edges {(vj , uj+1)}j∈[J] of G connecting these segments. This
can be done as follows: define u1 = x, and for j ≥ 1, walk from uj on π(x, y) (towards y) until the point vj , which
is the vertex so that the next edge will take us to distance greater than δ · dG(x, y) from uj (or until we reached y). By
definition, dG(uj , vj) ≤ δ · dG(x, y). Define uj+1 to be the neighbor of vj on π(x, y) that is closer to y (if exists).
If uj+1 does not exist (which can happen only when vj = y) then define uj+1 = y and J = j. Observe that for all
1 ≤ j ≤ J − 1, dG(uj , uj+1) > δ · dG(x, y), so indeed J ≤ 1/δ.

We use the induction hypothesis for all pairs (uj , vj) with parameter i. Consider first the case that the first item

holds for all of them, that is, d((3/δ)i)
G∪H (uj , vj) ≤ (1 + 8δi) · dG(uj , vj). Then we take the path in G ∪H that consists

of the (3/δ)i-hops between each pair uj , vj , and the edges (vj , uj+1) of G. Since (3/δ)i+1 ≥ (1/δ) · (3/δ)i + 1/δ,
we have

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪H (x, y) ≤

∑
j∈[J]

d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

≤ (1 + 8δi) · dG(x, y) .

The second case is that there are pairs (uj , vj) for which only the second item holds. Let l ∈ [J ] (resp., r ∈ [J ])
be the first (resp., last) index for which the first item does not hold for the pair (ul, vl) (resp., (ur, vr)). Then there are
zl, zr ∈ Ai+1 such that

d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl) ≤ 2dG(ul, vl) and

d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (vr, zr) ≤ 2dG(ur, vr). (2)

(Note that we used vr and not ur in the second inequality. This can be done since the lemma’s assertion holds for the
pair (vr, ur) as well, and as the first item is symmetric with respect to ur, vr, it does not hold for the pair (vr, ur) as
well.) Consider now the case that zr ∈ B(zl). In this case we added the edge (zl, zr) to the hopset, and by the triangle
inequality,

d
(1)
H (zl, zr) = dG(zl, zr) (3)

≤ d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl) + dG(ul, vr) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (zr, vr) .

Next, apply the inductive hypothesis on segments {Lj} for j < l and j > r, and in between use the detour via
ul, zl, zr, vr. Since l ≤ r there is at least one segment we skipped, so the total number of hops is bounded by
(1/δ− 1) · (3/δ)i + 1/δ + 2(3/δ)i + 1. (The additive term of 1/δ accounts for the edges (vj , vj+1), 0 ≤ j ≤ J − 1.)
This expression is at most (3/δ)i+1 whenever δ < 1/2. It follows that

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪H (x, y)

≤
l−1∑
j=1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
+ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl)

+ d
(1)
H (zl, zr) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (zr, vr) + d

(1)
G (vr, ur+1)

+

J∑
j=r+1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
(3)
≤ (1 + 8δi)dG(x, ul) + dG(ul, vr) + (1 + 8δi)dG(vr, y)

+2d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl) + 2d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (zr, vr)

(2)
≤ 8δ · dG(x, y) + (1 + 8δi)dG(x, y)

= (1 + 8δ(i+ 1)) · dG(x, y) . (4)
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This demonstrates item 1 holds in this case. The final case to consider is that zr /∈ B(zl). Assume first that zl /∈ Ai+2.
Then taking z = p(zl) ∈ Ai+2, the definition of B(zl) implies that dG(zl, z) ≤ dG(zl, zr). We now claim that item 2
holds for such a choice of z. Indeed, since (zl, z) ∈ H , we have

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪H (x, z)

≤
l−1∑
j=1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
+ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl)

+d
(1)
H (zl, z)

≤ (1 + 8δi)dG(x, ul) + d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl) + dG(zl, zr)

(3)
≤ (1 + 8δi)dG(x, ul) + 2d

((3/δ)i)
G∪H (ul, zl) + dG(ul, vr)

+d
((3/δ)i)
G∪H (zr, vr)

(2)
≤ (1 + 8δi)dG(x, vr) + 6δ · dG(x, y)

≤ 2dG(x, y),

where the last inequality used that δ < 1/(8k). The case that zl ∈ Ai+2 is simpler, since we may take z = zl.

Fix any 0 < ε < 1, and apply the lemma on any pair x, y with δ = ε/(8k) and i = k − 1. It must be that the first
item holds (since Ak = ∅), so we have that

d
(β)
G∪H(x, y) ≤ (1 + ε)dG(x, y) ,

where the number of hops is given by β = (24k/ε)k−1. We derive the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, and any k ≥ 1, there exists H of size at most
O(k · n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset for any 0 < ε < 1 with β = O(k/ε)k−1.

2.1 Improved Hopset Size
Here we show how to remove the k factor from the hopset size, at the cost of increasing the exponent of β by an
additive 1. Note that we may assume w.l.o.g. that k ≤ log log n − 1, as for larger values of k, both β and the
size of the hopset (which becomes O(kn)), grow with k. We will increase the number of sets by 1, and sample
V = A′0 ⊇ A′1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ A′k+1 = ∅ using the following probabilities: p′i = n−2i·ν · 22i−1 (the restriction on k ensures
p′i < 1). Now for 0 ≤ i ≤ k,

N ′i := E[|A′i|] = n ·
i−1∏
j=0

p′j = n1−(2i−1)ν · 22i−i−1 ,

and in particular N ′k ≤ 22k−k ≤ n1/2. The expected size of H becomes at most

k−1∑
i=0

(N ′i/p
′
i) +N ′k ·N ′k ≤

k−1∑
i=0

(n1+ν/2i) + n ≤ 3n1+ν .

The hopset construction and the stretch analysis in Lemma 1 remains essentially the same. There is an additional set
now which increases the exponent of β by 1.

Theorem 2. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices and any k ≥ 1, there exists H of size at most
O(n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset for any 0 < ε < 1 with β = O(k/ε)k.
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Since our construction is based on the [TZ06] emulator construction, following their analysis we obtain an emulator
with additive stretch that can have linear size.

Corollary 2. For any un-weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices and any k ≥ 1, there exists an emulator H of size
at most O(n1+1/(2k−1)), with additive stretch O(k · d1−1/k) for pairs at distance d.

2.2 Efficient Implementation in the Standard Model
We consider the construction and notation of Section 2.1, with the slightly stronger assumption k ≤ log log n− 2.

It was (implicitly) shown in [TZ01] that for any 0 ≤ i < k, the sets B(u) (and the corresponding distances)
for all u ∈ A′i \ A′i+1 can be computed in expected time O(|E| + n log n)/p′i. (In fact, in [TZ01], the set B(u)
contains more vertices, not only those in A′i. However, we can remove the extra vertices easily.) The running time
becomes larger as i grows, and in order to keep it under control, we use the method of [EN16a]: introduce a parameter
2ν < ρ < 1, and redefine the probabilities as follows. Set i0 = blog(ρ/ν)c and i1 = i0 + 1 +

⌈
1
ρ

⌉
. For 0 ≤ i ≤ i0,

let p′i = n−2i·ν · 22i−1 as in Section 2.1. Set also p′i0+1 = n−ρ/2, and for the remaining levels i0 + 2 ≤ i ≤ i1, set
p′i = n−ρ. Finally, let A′i1+1 = ∅. Note that for 0 ≤ i ≤ i0 + 1 we have that

N ′i = n

i−1∏
j=0

p′j = n1−(2i−1)ν · 22i−i−1 . (5)

In particular, using that ρ/ν ≤ 2i0+1 ≤ 2ρ/ν, we get

N ′i0+1 ≤ n1−(ρ/ν−1)ν · 22ρ/ν ≤ n1+ν−ρ/2 , (6)

where the last inequality used that k ≤ log log n− 2, thus 1/ν = (2k − 1) ≤ log n/4, so that 22ρ/ν ≤ nρ/2. Thus for
any i ≥ i0 + 2 we see that

N ′i = N ′i0+1

i−1∏
j=i0+1

p′j
(6)
≤ n1+ν−ρ/2 · n−ρ/2 · n−(i−1−(i0+1))·ρ

= n1+ν · n−(i−(i0+1))·ρ . (7)

The expected number of edges inserted until phase i0 + 1 is at most

i0∑
i=0

N ′i/p
′
i

(5)
≤

i0∑
i=0

n1−(2i−1)ν · 22i−i−1 · n2i·ν/22i−1

=

i0∑
i=0

n1+ν/2i ≤ 2n1+ν .

The expected number of edges at phase i0 + 1 is bounded by

N ′i0+1/p
′
i0+1

(6)
≤ n1+ν−ρ/2 · nρ/2 = n1+ν .

The remaining phases until i1 introduce at most

i1−1∑
i=i0+2

N ′i/p
′
i

(7)
≤

i1−1∑
i=i0+2

n1+ν · n−(i−(i0+1))·ρ · nρ

≤ n1+ν ·
∞∑
i=0

n−iρ ≤ 2n1+ν ,
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as this summation converges. Finally, since

N ′i1 ≤ n
1+ν · n−(i1−(i0+1))·ρ ≤ nν , (8)

the last phase i1 contributes at most N ′i1 ·N
′
i1
≤ n2ν ≤ n1+ν edges to the hopset. We conclude that the total number

of edges is O(n1+ν).
Recall that the expected running time of the Dijkstra explorations at level i < i1 is O(|E|+ n log n)/p′i. Thus the

expected running time of the first i0 levels converges to O(|E| + n log n) · nρ, while each of the at most d1/ρe + 1
remaining levels will take also O(|E|+ n log n) · nρ time. The final level is expected to take O(|E|+ n log n) · nρ as
well, since there are expected O(nν) vertices at Ai1 from which Dijkstra is performed, and ν < ρ. The price we pay
is in a higher number of sets, which increases the exponent of β by at most an additive 1/ρ. We have thus proven the
following theorem.

Theorem 3. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, and any 1 < k ≤ log log n − 2, 2
2k−1

< ρ < 1,
there is a randomized algorithm that runs in expected time O(|E| + n log n) · nρ/ρ, and computes H of size at most
O(n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset for any 0 < ε < 1, where

β = O

(
k + 1/ρ

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

.

By substituting κ = 2k − 1, we obtain an improved version of the hopsets of [EN16a], where both the size of the
hopset and the running time are smaller by a factor of log n, while the other parameters remain the same. Another
notable advantage is that it yields a single hopset which works for all 0 < ε < 1 simultaneously.

Corollary 3. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, and any κ ≥ 1, 2
κ < ρ < 1, there is a randomized

algorithm that runs in expected time O(|E|+ n log n) · nρ/ρ, and computes H of size at most O(n1+1/κ), which is a
(β, ε)-hopset for any 0 < ε < 1, where

β = O

(
log κ+ 1/ρ

ε

)log κ+1/ρ+1

.

3 Distributed Models
We will consider two models in distributed computing: the Congested Clique model, and the CONGEST RAM model.
In both models every vertex of an n-vertex graph G = (V,E) hosts a processor, and the processors communicate with
one another in discrete rounds, via short messages. Each message is allowed to contain an identity of a vertex,
an edge weight, a distance in the graph, or anything else of no larger (up to a fixed constant factor) size.6 The
local computation is assumed to require zero time, and we are interested in algorithms that run for as few rounds as
possible. In the Congested Clique model, we assume that all vertices are interconnected via direct edges, while in the
CONGEST RAM model, every vertex can send messages only to its G-neighbors (the weight of edges is irrelevant to
the communication time).

3.1 Congested Clique Model
We first show how to construct the hopset in the Congested Clique model. In order to avoid a high number of rounds
when computing distances for determining the bunches {B(u)}, we build the hopset in log n levels, where each level
` hopset will only ”take care” of pairs that have a shortest path with at most 2` hops. This is somewhat different from
previous works [Coh00, Nan14, HKN16, EN16a], in which the level ` hopset handled pairs with distance in the range
[2`, 2`+1]. A few advantages of our current approach: it easily avoids the dependency on the ratio between largest and

6Typically, in the CONGEST model only messages of size O(logn) bits are allowed, but edge weights are restricted to be at most polynomial
in n. Our definition is geared to capture a more general situation, when there is no restriction on the aspect ratio. Hence results achieved in our
more general model are more general than previous ones.
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smallest distance, and also the final hopset is just the level log n one, so we can obtain a linear size hopset (unlike
previous works which took the union of all levels).

There are a few technical difficulties in implementing the algorithm of Section 2 in a distributed setting. The first is
that the [TZ01] method for computing the bunches B(u) was to compute their ”inverses” – called clusters.7 Alas, it is
not known how to efficiently compute these clusters in a distributed manner. Rather, we compute the bunches directly,
and to avoid the potential large congestion (a vertex may be a part of many bunches, and needs to send messages for all
of them), we replace the bunches with half-bunches (i.e., taking only points closer than half the distance to the pivot).
See just below for the formal definition. The second issue (of congestion) is more subtle, and arises since hop-bounded
distances do not obey the triangle inequality. For the stretch analysis to go through, we need that the weight of the
hopset edges will be bounded by a certain path between the end-points of the edge (see (14)). In order to ensure that
this happens, we build each hopset for level ` gradually, i.e. the bunches are created first for A0 \A1, then for A1 \A2

and so on, where each time the partial hopset is added to the graph on which we compute distances.
We say that H is a (β, ε, t)-hopset if G ∪ H provides (1 + ε) approximation with at most β hops for all pairs

x, y ∈ V such that dG(x, y) = d
(t)
G (x, y) (i.e., the pairs that have a shortest path consisting of at most t edges

between them). Note that the empty set is a (1, 0, 1)-hopset (and thus also a (β, ε, 1)-hopset for all β ≥ 1 and
ε > 0). Given a (β, ε`−1, 2

`−1)-hopset H(`−1), we build a (β, ε`, 2
`)-hopset H(`), where 1 + ε` = (1 + ε)` for some

0 < ε < 1/(5 log n). The final hopset will be H(logn). (We stress that the previous hopsets H(1), . . . ,H(`−1) are only
used to compute H(`), and are not contained in it.)

Observe that H(`−1) is a (2β, ε`−1, 2
`)-hopset, since every path with at most 2` hops can be partitioned into two

paths of at most 2`−1 hops each, and H(`−1) provides a (1 + ε`−1)-approximation with β hops for each of these. It
follows that for any x, y ∈ V ,

d
(2β)

G∪H(`−1)(x, y) ≤ (1 + ε`−1) · d(2`)
G (x, y) . (9)

We sample sets V = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Ak′+1 = ∅ as in Section 2.2, where k′ = i1 ≤ k + 1/ρ+ 1 is the number
of sets. We introduce a subtle change to the construction – in the previous section we defined for each u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1

a set B(u), and added the edges (u, v) for all v ∈ B(u), simultaneously for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k′. Here we shall build
the hopset H = H(`) gradually: For each i = 0, 1, . . . , k′ we define a set of edges Hi = H

(`)
i corresponding to the

bunches of vertices in V \Ai+1, and finally take H = Hk′ .
Fix some 0 ≤ i ≤ k′, and assume we built the set Hi−1 (when i = 0 define H−1 = ∅). We shall work in the graph

Gi, defined by
Gi = G ∪H(`−1) ∪Hi−1 .

The algorithm consists of two stages. On the first stage, for 8β rounds, run a Bellman-Ford exploration in Gi rooted
at Ai+1, to obtain for each u ∈ V the value d̂(u,Ai+1) = d

(8β)
Gi

(u,Ai+1). (If some vertex v ∈ V was not found in the
exploration, then we set d̂(v,Ai+1) =∞.) Also for each vertex u ∈ Ai \Ai+1 with d̂(u,Ai+1) <∞, store p(u) as a
vertex p ∈ Ai+1 satisfying d̂(u,Ai+1) = d

(8β)
Gi

(u, p).
To determine the bunches (this is the second stage), each vertex u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1 conducts another Bellman-Ford

exploration in the graph Gi rooted at u, this time for only 4β rounds, i.e., half the number of hops 8β of the first
exploration, to distance less than d̂(u,Ai+1)/2 (i.e., the messages whose origin is u contain the value d̂(u,Ai+1), and
only vertices within this distance from u forward the message in the next round). Define the half-bunch B(u) = {v ∈
Ai : d

(4β)
Gi

(u, v) < d̂(u,Ai+1)/2} ∪ {p(u)}. Let

Hi = Hi−1 ∪
⋃

u∈Ai\Ai+1

{(u, v) : v ∈ B(u)} , (10)

and set the weight of the edge (u, v) as the distance discovered in the exploration (i.e. d(4β)
Gi

(u, v) for v ∈ B(u) and

d
(8β)
Gi

(u, p(u)) for the pivot).

Claim 4. E[|H|] ≤ O(n1+ν).

7The cluster C(v) is defined as follows: each point u ∈ C(v) iff v ∈ B(u).
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Proof. The argument is essentially the same as the one in Section 2.2. The only difference is that when analyzing in
step 0 ≤ i < k′ the expected size of a bunch, i.e. E[|B(u)|] for some u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1, we consider the ordering on
V given by the 4β-bounded distance from u in the graph Gi, i.e,. according to d(4β)

Gi
(u, ·). Then the size of B(u) is

bounded by the index of the first vertex in this ordering that is included in Ai+1. Since every v ∈ Ai is included in
Ai+1 independently with probability p′i, we have that E[|B(u)|] ≤ 1/p′i. In fact, B(u) may have a smaller size than
the first index included in Ai+1, since we use more hops for computing distances to pivots (which reduces the distance
threshold for being in B(u)), and since we only take into the bunch points that are less than half the distance to the

pivot. Finally, for the last level k′ we have that for u ∈ Ak′ , E[|B(u)|] ≤ E[|Ak′ |]
(8)
≤ nν . Combining this with bounds

on N ′i = E[|Ai|] in Section 2.2 we can bound the size of H in the same manner.

In fact, since |B(u)| is stochastically bounded by a geometric distribution with parameter p′i ≥ n−ρ, it follows that
with high probability for all v ∈ V ,

|B(v)| ≤ 4nρ · lnn . (11)

Claim 5. The number of rounds required is whp O(nρ · k′ · log2 n · β).

Proof. The sampling of the sets Ai is done independently for each vertex, therefore it requires no communication. For
each 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n and 0 ≤ i < k′ we conduct a single Bellman-Ford exploration in Gi rooted at Ai+1 for 8β rounds.
Since in the Congested Clique model all edges are present, this requires O(β) rounds per exploration (every vertex
sends just a single message to all its neighbors every round). The more expensive step is the explorations to range 4β
rooted at each u ∈ Ai \ Ai+1. The number of rounds in these explorations is affected by the number of messages a
vertex v ∈ V needs to forward to its neighbors at each round. In what follows we prove that with high probability this
number is at most O(nρ log n) for every v ∈ V .

Fix 0 ≤ i < k′. Consider v ∈ V , and order the vertices of Ai according to their 4β-bounded distance to v in Gi,
that is, according to d(4β)

Gi
(v, ·). Since p′i ≥ n−ρ, the probability that none of the first 2nρ lnn vertices in that ordering

is sampled to Ai+1 is at most (
1− n−ρ

)2nρ lnn ≤ 1/n2 .

So by the union bound on the n vertices, with high probability, for each v ∈ V at least one of the first 2nρ lnn vertices
in its ordering of Ai is sampled to Ai+1. Denote by z ∈ Ai+1 the first vertex in the ordering of v that was chosen
to Ai+1. We claim that no vertex u ∈ Ai, that appears after z in the ordering of v, will cause v to forward messages
concerning B(u). This is because in the first stage we performed the Bellman-Ford exploration rooted at Ai+1 for 8β
rounds. Thus

d̂(u,Ai+1) ≤ d(8β)
Gi

(u, z) ≤ d(4β)
Gi

(u, v) + d
(4β)
Gi

(v, z) ≤ 2d
(4β)
Gi

(u, v) ,

where the last inequality uses the assumption that u appeared after z in v’s ordering. We obtained d(4β)
Gi

(u, v) ≥
d̂(u,Ai+1)/2. So by the definition of half bunch, v /∈ B(u) and thus, v will not forward u’s messages.

We still have to argue about the last level i = k′ (since no vertex is chosen to Ak′+1). Recall that the expected size
of Ak′ is bounded by nν , as shown in (8). It can be easily checked that whp |Ak′ | ≤ O(nν · log n) ≤ O(nρ · log n).
(Recall that ρ ≥ 2ν.) We conclude that whp every vertex needs to send at most O(nρ log n) messages to implement
a single step of Bellman-Ford. There are O(β) rounds for each ` = 1, . . . , log n and each 0 ≤ i ≤ k′, so the total
number of rounds required is O(nρ · k′ · log2 n · β).

Next, we prove the analogue of Lemma 1 for the distributed setting. There are several subtle differences described
in the beginning of the section, so we provide the complete proof.

Lemma 6. Fix any 0 < δ < 1/(15k′), set β = (3/δ)k
′
, and let x, y ∈ V be such that dG(x, y) = d

(2`)
G (x, y). Then

for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k′, at least one of the following two assertions holds:

1. d((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (x, y) ≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, y).

2. There exists z ∈ Ai+1 such that d((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (x, z) ≤ 3dG(x, y).
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Proof. The proof is by induction on i. We start with the base case i = 0. If it is the case that x ∈ A1 then we can take
z = x and the second item holds trivially. Otherwise, consider the case that x ∈ A0 \ A1 and y ∈ B(x). Then we
added an edge (x, y) to H0 of weight d(4β)

G0
(x, y) (the case that y = p(x) is similar, replacing 4β by 8β). Recall that

G0 = G ∪H(`−1). Hence

d
(1)
H0

(x, y) = d
(4β)

G∪H(`−1)(x, y)
(9)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) · d(2`)

G (x, y) = (1 + ε`−1) · dG(x, y) ,

so the first item holds. The last case is that x ∈ A0 \A1 and y /∈ B(x). By the definition of H0 it must be that

d̂(x,A1) ≤ 2d
(4β)
G0

(x, y) . (12)

Since p(x) ∈ B(x), the edge (x, p(x)) is in the hopset, and its weight is

d
(8β)
G0

(x, p(x)) = d̂(x,A1)
(12)
≤ 2d

(4β)
G0

(x, y) ≤ 2(1 + ε`−1) · dG(x, y) < 3dG(x, y) ,

where for the last two inequalities we again used (9) and the fact that 1+ε`−1 < 3/2. (The latter holds since we assume
ε < 1/(5 log n) and ` ≤ log n, so (1 + ε`) = (1 + ε)` < e1/5). This proves the second item with z = p(x) ∈ A1.

Assume the claim holds for i, and we prove for i + 1. Consider the shortest path π(x, y) between x, y in G that
contains at most 2` edges, and partition it into J ≤ 1/δ segments {Lj = [uj , vj ]}j∈[J] as in the proof of Lemma 1.
We use the induction hypothesis for all pairs (uj , vj) with parameter i. (By the virtue of lying on a shortest path that

has at most 2` edges, all these pairs satisfy d(2`)
G (uj , vj) = dG(uj , vj)). Consider first the case that the first item holds

for all of them, that is, d((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) ≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(uj , vj). Then we take the path in G ∪Hi that

consists of the (3/δ)i-hops between each pair uj , vj , and the edges (vj , uj+1) of G. Since by (10), Hi ⊆ Hi+1, we
have

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪Hi+1

(x, y) ≤
∑
j∈[J]

(d
((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G )(vj , uj+1) ≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, y) ,

which concludes the proof for the first case. The second case is that there are pairs (uj , vj) for which only the second
item holds. Let l ∈ [J ] (resp., r ∈ [J ]) be the first (resp., last) index for which the first item does not hold for the pair
(ul, vl) (resp., (ur, vr)). Then there are zl, zr ∈ Ai+1 such that

d
((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl) ≤ 3dG(ul, vl) and d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (vr, zr) ≤ 3dG(ur, vr) . (13)

Consider first the case that zl ∈ Ai+2. Then we take z = zl, and derive

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪Hi+1

(x, z) ≤
l−1∑
j=1

(
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

)
+ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl)

(13)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, ul) + 3dG(ul, vl)

≤ 3dG(x, y) ,

where in the second inequality we used that the first item holds for all intervals until the l-th one, and in the final one
that 1 + ε`−1 < 3/2 and 1 + 12δi < 2.

From now on assume zl ∈ Ai+1 \ Ai+2. Recall that the Bellman-Ford explorations that constructed Hi+1 were
conducted in the graph Gi+1 = G ∪ H(`−1) ∪ Hi. These explorations were conducted to hop-depth 8β on the first
stage, and 4β on the second. This allows us to provide the following bound

d
(4β)
Gi+1

(zl, zr) ≤ d
(β)
G∪Hi(zl, ul) + d

(2β)

G∪H(`−1)(ul, vr) + d
(β)
G∪Hi(vr, zr) (14)

(9)
≤ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (zl, ul) + (1 + ε`−1) · dG(ul, vr) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (vr, zr) .
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Here the first inequality follows by the triangle inequality, the second using that (3/δ)i ≤ β, that ul, vr lie on a shortest
path with at most 2` hops, and that H(`−1) is a (2β, ε`−1, 2

`) hopset.
Consider the case that zr ∈ B(zl), then we have a hopset edge (zl, zr) that was introduced in Hi+1. In particular,

since we used 4β steps in the exploration from zl, we have that

d
(1)
Hi+1

(zl, zr) = d
(4β)
Gi+1

(zl, zr)
(14)
≤ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (zl, ul) + (1 + ε`−1) · dG(ul, vr) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (vr, zr) . (15)

Next, apply the inductive hypothesis on segments {Lj} for j < l and j > r, and in between use the detour via
ul, zl, zr, vr. Since there are at most 1/δ − 1 intervals for which we use the first item in the inductive hypothesis, the
total number of hops we will need is at most (1/δ−1) · (3/δ)i+1/δ+2(3/δ)i+1. This is at most (3/δ)i+1 whenever
δ < 1/2. It follows that

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪Hi+1

(x, y) ≤
l−1∑
j=1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
+ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl) + d

(1)
Hi+1

(zl, zr)

+ d
((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (zr, vr) + d

(1)
G (vr, ur+1) +

J∑
j=r+1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
(15)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) ·

[
(1 + 12δi) · dG(x, ul) + dG(ul, vr) + (1 + 12δi) · dG(vr, y)

]
+ 2d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl) + 2d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (zr, vr)

(13)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, y) + 12δ · dG(x, y)

≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δ(i+ 1)) · dG(x, y) .

In the penultimate inequality we used that both dG(ul, vl), dG(ur, vr) ≤ δ · dG(x, y). This demonstrates that item 1
holds in this case.

The final case to consider is that zr /∈ B(zl) (and zl ∈ Ai+1 \Ai+2). Let z = p(zl) ∈ Ai+2. Since zr ∈ Ai+1, the
definition of B(zl) implies that

d
(1)
Hi+1

(zl, z) = d̂(zl, Ai+2) ≤ 2d
(4β)
Gi+1

(zl, zr) . (16)

(Recall that Gi+1 = G ∪H(`−1) ∪Hi.)
We now claim that item 2 holds for such a choice of z. Indeed, by (13), we have

3 · d(3/δ)i

G∪Hi(ul, zl) + 2 · d(3/δ)i

G∪Hi(vr, zr) ≤ 15 · dG(x, y) . (17)

Hence,

d
((3/δ)i+1)
G∪Hi+1

(x, z) ≤
l−1∑
j=1

[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (uj , vj) + d

(1)
G (vj , uj+1)

]
+ d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl) + d

(1)
Hi+1

(zl, z)

(16)∧(14)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, ul) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (ul, zl)

+ 2 ·
[
d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (zl, ul) + (1 + ε`−1) · dG(ul, vr) + d

((3/δ)i)
G∪Hi (vr, zr)

]
(17)
≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + 12δi) · dG(x, ul) + 15δ · dG(x, y) + 2(1 + ε`−1) · dG(ul, vr)

≤ 3dG(x, y) ,

where the last inequality we used that δ < 1/(15k), k ≥ 2 and 1 + ε`−1 < e1/5 < 5/4, so that both (1 + ε`−1) · (1 +
12δi) + 15δ ≤ 3 and 2(1 + ε`−1) + 15δ ≤ 3.
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Taking δ = ε/(15k′) and picking i = k′, the second item of Lemma 6 cannot hold for any x, y ∈ V (because

Ak′+1 = ∅), so we have for every x, y ∈ V such that d(2`)
G (x, y) = dG(x, y) that

d
(β)

G∪H(`)(x, y) ≤ (1 + ε`−1) · (1 + ε) · d(2`)
G (x, y) = (1 + ε`) · dG(x, y) .

Recall that β = (3/δ)k
′

= (45k′/ε)k
′
. Rescaling ε′ = ε/ log n and taking ` = log n, we derive the following theorem.

Theorem 4. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, an integer k > 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1,
0 < ε < 1/5, there is a distributed algorithm in the Congested Clique model running in Õ(nρ · β) rounds, that
computes a (β, ε)-hopset H of size at most O(n1+1/(2k−1)), where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ) · log n

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

. (18)

Remark 1. We note that by (11) and Claim 5, the memory requirement from every vertex is Õ(nρ). This is because the
latter shows that this is a bound on the number of messages every vertex needs to send in each round, and the former
indicates that whp storing B(v) for any v ∈ V requires only so much space.

We remark that one can achieve β independent of n by either applying the construction recursively, as we do
in Section 4 for the parallel implementation, or by using an idea from [EN16a]. We next describe the latter: fix a
parameter t, and use the hopset H(`) to compute the hopset H(`+t); Since H(`) is also a (2t · β, ε, 2`+t)-hopset, we
need explorations to range 2t · β in order for an appropriate variant of (9) to hold. There will be only (log n)/t levels
until H(logn) is built, so we gain a factor of t in β. We derive the following result.

Theorem 5. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, integers k > 1, t ≥ 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1,
0 < ε < 1/5, there is a distributed algorithm in the Congested Clique model that runs in Õ(nρ · β · 2t/t) rounds, and
computes H of size at most O(n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset, where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ) · log n

t · ε

)k+1/ρ

.

In particular, taking t = ρ log n and rescaling ρ′ = 2ρ, gives

Corollary 7. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, an integer k > 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1/2,
0 < ε < 1/5, there is a distributed algorithm in the Congested Clique model that runs in Õ(nρ · β) rounds, and
computes H of size at most O(n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset, where

β = O

(
k + 1/ρ

ρ · ε

)k+2/ρ

.

3.2 CONGEST Model
Given a weighted graph G = (V,E,w) representing the network, in the CONGEST model we will be interested in a
setting where there is a ”virtual” graph G′ = (V ′, E′, w′) embedded in G, i.e. V ′ ⊆ V . We would like to construct
a hopset for G′. It is motivated by distributed applications of hopsets for approximate shortest paths computation,
distance estimation and routing [HKN14, Nan14, HKN16, LP15, EN16b, EN16a], which require a hopset for a virtual
graph embedded in the underlying network in the above way. For simplicity we only consider the relevant case when
m ≈

√
n, and the edges of G′ correspond to Õ(

√
n)-bounded distances in G.

The following lemma provides a way to perform Bellman-Ford explorations in a small-arboricity hopset with small
memory.

Lemma 8. LetG′′ = (V ′, E′∪H) be a virtual graph onm vertices embedded in a graphG = (V,E) of hop-diameter
D, such that edges in E′ correspond to B-bounded distances in G, and H has arboricity α (i.e., one can orient the
edges ofH to have out-degree at most α). Then one can compute distances from a given root vertex (or set), that are at
most those given by β iterations of Bellman-Ford in G′′ (and no less than those in G) in the CONGEST model, within
O((m · α+B +D) · β · log n) rounds, so that every vertex requires only O(α+ log n) memory.
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Proof. To implement a single iteration of the Bellman-Ford exploration, every vertex v ∈ V ′ which holds a current
distance estimate will need to communicate it to its neighbors in G′′. First it will initiate an exploration in G for B
rounds. In each round, every vertex u ∈ V will forward the smallest value it received so far. This guarantees that if
{v, w} ∈ E′, then w will receive v’s message (or a smaller value).

We now have to handle the edges of H , and may assume every v ∈ V ′ knows of at most α such edges touching
it. Let T be a spanning tree of G with hop-depth D. Every v ∈ V ′ will broadcast via T its value to the entire graph,
and will also send all the existing edges of H touching it that v knows about. All vertices w ∈ V ′ that know of
a hopset edge {v, w} (or that learn about it from v’s message) will update their value accordingly. Since there are
O(m · α) messages, this can be done in O(m · α + D) rounds. In order to guarantee small internal memory, each v
selects at random a number from {1, 2, . . . ,m · α} for each message it sends, as a round to start its broadcast (clearly
this increases the number of rounds by at most m · α); Since each message of v will reach every vertex of T at most
once, the probability that some u ∈ V receives t messages in a single round is at most

(
m·α
t

)
· 1/(m · α)t ≤ (e/t)t,

thus with high probability no vertex will receive more than O(log n) messages each round. By increasing the number
of rounds by a factor of O(log n), whp there will be no congestion. The total number of rounds required is thus
O(m · α+B +D) · β · log n.

We now show how to use Lemma 8 to construct a hopset for G′ (without computing G′ explicitly). Recall that in
the i-th step of constructing H = H(`) we already built the previous hopsetH(`−1) and the partial hopset Hi−1. Since
we aim at using limited memory, every vertex v stores only the ”outgoing” hopset edges, those to vertices in its bunch
B(v). Recall that by (11) whp |B(v)| ≤ O(mρ · log n), for all v ∈ V ′.

We work in the graph Gi = G′ ∪ H(`−1) ∪ Hi−1. In order to implement the O(β)-bounded exploration rooted
at Ai+1 we simply apply Lemma 8 on Gi with α = O(mρ · log n) (recall that m ≈

√
n and B = Õ(m)). The

explorations from vertices of Ai \ Ai+1 are done in a similar manner. However, there is larger congestion due to the
multiple sources of limited explorations. Recall that in the limited exploration whose origin is v ∈ Ai \ Ai+1, each
intermediate node x ∈ V ′ forwards the message iff its current estimation is strictly less than d̂(v,Ai+1)/2 (this value
is part of the message v sends). We enforce the exact same rule for vertices u ∈ V as well. If a message concerning
v should pass in G′ from x to its neighbor y, then all vertices on the B-bounded path in G that implements the edge
(x, y) ∈ E′ will have estimates smaller than that of y, therefore will forward the message on. In the proof of Claim 5
we saw that each x ∈ V ′ participates whp in at most O(mρ · log n) explorations for each i. The argument is identical
for u ∈ V as well, so the congestion induced in the first stage of Lemma 8 (the exploration in G for B rounds) by
multiple sources is only O(mρ · log n). Note that the second phase (broadcasting the edges of H) the number of
messages increases to O(m ·α+m ·mρ · log n). Thus, the total number of rounds required is still Õ(m1+ρ +D) · β.
We summarize the discussion with the following result.

Theorem 6. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices with hop-diameter D, an integer k > 1, and param-
eters 0 < ρ < 1, 0 < ε < 1/5, and a virtual graph G′ = (V ′, E′) embedded in G on |V ′| = Θ(

√
n) vertices, where

E′ corresponds to B = Õ(
√
n)-bounded distances in G. Then there is a distributed algorithm in the CONGEST

model that runs in Õ(n(1+ρ)/2 + D) · β rounds,8 that computes H , which is a (β, ε)-hopset for G′, of size at most
O(n(1+1/(2k−1))/2), where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ) · log n

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

,

and both the arboricity of H and the internal memory per vertex are bounded by Õ(nρ/2).

3.2.1 Compact Path-Recovery Mechanism

Every hopset edge is implemented via some path inG. In order for our hopset to be useful in settings when one wishes
to report shortest paths, or for compact routing schemes, we need to be able to efficiently recover those paths in G
that implement the hopset edges. It was shown in [EN16a] how to adapt the Bellman-Ford exploration so that paths
information can be stored as well, so every vertex knows about all the hopset edges whose paths contain it. This feature

8The stated number of rounds is in fact for the CONGEST RAM model; in the CONGEST model one needs to multiply the bound by an
O(logn log Λ) factor.
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increased the size of messages by a factor of O(β). However, this approach provides no guarantee on the number of
hopset edges a vertex u ∈ V can be a part of, which can be devastating when one desires small memory per vertex. We
describe now an approach that eliminates the need for the message’s size increase, and also ensures that each vertex
needs to store a small amount of information. The drawback is that the vertices no longer know about al the hopset
edges they implement, but we require a protocol for efficient reconstruction of the paths. Bearing in mind the current
applications of hopsets to shortest paths and routing schemes, our path recovery mechanism enables the vertices on
paths implementing hopset edges to compute distances to a certain set of roots (which correspond to the sources of
shortest path computation, or to the roots of trees in which routing in conducted).

Definition 1. Given a graph G = (V,E) with hop diameter D, a hopset H has a path-recovery mechanism, if
every edge e ∈ H corresponds to a path P (e) with ω(P (e)) = ωH(e) in G, and also the following property holds.
Suppose we are given a collection of root vertices R ⊆ V , so that each hopset edge e = (x, y) is associated with
a subset of them R(e) ⊆ R, and has approximate distance d̂(x, z) from x to each z ∈ R(e) (and thus also from
y). Then there exists a protocol that enables one to inform each v ∈ V on R(v) =

⋃
e : v∈P (e)R(e), and also to

compute the approximate distances to all roots in R(v). The approximate distance d̂(v, z) to z ∈ R(v) is bounded
by dP (e)(v, x) + d̂(x, z). In addition, v will know of a parent, a neighbor in some path P (e), so that v ∈ P (e),
implementing d̂(v, z). The running time of this protocol is Õ(|H| · C + D) · β, where C = maxv∈V |R(v)|, and the
required memory per vertex is proportional to that required by the hopset construction.

During the construction of our hopset, for each vertex u ∈ V ′ and for every O(β)-depth Bellman-Ford exploration
originated at v ∈ V ′ that reached u (and that u forwarded it to its neighbors), u stores the parent pv(u) (the last vertex
which updated the distance u has from v), and the distance to v along the path the message traveled. The vertices of
V \ V ′ also store parent and distance information for every virtual edge in E′ that was used in the exploration rooted
at v. Consider level 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n and step 0 ≤ i ≤ k′. At the construction of Hi, u forwards at most 1 message
originated in Ai+1, and by Claim 5 at most O(mρ · log n) messages from v ∈ Ai \Ai+1. Hence the memory required
from any vertex to store this information is only Õ(mρ).

Path-Recovery Protocol. In order to recover every vertex on the path P (e), for all hopset edges e ∈ H , and compute
their distances to the appropriate roots, we run the following protocol, which essentially reconstructs the hopset edges
from the top down. Recall that every hopset edge is created as an O(β) bounded path in a graph consisting of virtual
edges E′, and hopset edges of previous levels, and every vertex stored its parent on this path.

Fix some 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n and 0 ≤ i ≤ k′, and assume we already handled hopset edges in levels `′ and i′ with `′ > `,
or `′ = ` and i′ > i. For each hopset edge e = (x, y) ∈ H(`)

i , letQ(e) be the set ofO(β) edges ofE′∪H(`−1)∪Hi−1

that comprise it. Since every vertex u of these O(β) edges stored its parent and dP (e)(u, x) (the distance to x on this
path), we can in O(β) broadcast phases inform all of them on R(e) and the distances {d̂(x, z)}z∈R(e). Each vertex u
can infer d̂(u, z) = dP (e)(u, x)+ d̂(x, z) (assuming x is the closer vertex to z, otherwise, given ωH(e), u can compute
the distance to z via y as well). Each hopset edge e′ of Q(e) will append R(e) to its set of roots R(e′). So in each
broadcast phase we have at most |H| hopset edges generating messages of size at most O(C) (since every vertex, and
thus every hopset edge e, has |R(e)| ≤ C), so this can be executed in O(|H| · C + D) rounds. The total number of
rounds is thus O((|H| ·C +D) · β · log n · k′), since there are O(β) such phases, and we do this for all 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n
and 0 ≤ i ≤ k′.

When these phases conclude, every vertex u ∈ V ′ knows about R(u) and the corresponding distances. In order to
propagate this information to vertices in V , and to compute parents, we execute O(B ·C) = Õ(

√
n ·C) ≤ Õ(|H| ·C)

additional rounds in which every virtual edge e′ = (x′, y′) ∈ E′ informs R(e′) and the approximate distance d̂(x′, z)
for z ∈ R(e′), to the vertices on the B-bounded path in G that implements e′. Since each of those vertices stored its
parent, once again this could be done in B phases, each phase we send O(C) messages per vertex (O(1) messages for
each root). In addition, every vertex u ∈ V can infer for every z ∈ R(u) the approximate distance to z as above, and
also its parent on the path implementing this distance. If a vertex happens to receive multiple messages regarding the
same root z, it stores only the one with shortest distance.

We summarize with the following theorem.
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Theorem 7. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) with hop-diameter D, an integer k > 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1,
0 < ε < 1/5, and a virtual graph G′ = (V ′, E′) embedded in G on |V ′| = Θ(

√
n) vertices, where E′ corresponds

to B = Õ(
√
n)-bounded distances in G. Then there is a distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model that runs in

Õ(n(1+ρ)/2 + D) · β rounds, that computes a (β, ε)-hopset for G′ with a path-recovery mechanism, of size at most
O(n(1+1/(2k−1))/2), where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ) · log n

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

,

and both the arboricity of H and the internal memory per vertex are bounded by Õ(nρ/2).

4 PRAM Model
The algorithm described in Section 3.1 can be easily adapted to the PRAM model. For each ` = 1, 2, . . . , log n we
build the hopset H(`) based on the previous hopset H(`−1). Each of the O(β)-bounded Bellman-Ford explorations
for constructing Hi can be implemented in parallel time O(β), where the congestion of Õ(nρ) per vertex translates
to extra work (rather than multiply the number of rounds, as was the case in the distributed models). Since there are
log n values of `, and k′ ≤ k+ 1/ρ+ 1 steps in each level, the total time is only O((k+ 1/ρ) · log n · β). We have the
following result.

Theorem 8. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, an integer k > 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1,
0 < ε < 1/5, there is a parallel algorithm running in time O((k + 1/ρ) · log n · β) and Õ(|E| · nρ) work, that
computes H of size at most O(n1+1/(2k−1)), which is a (β, ε)-hopset, where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ) · log n

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

. (19)

We can also apply the construction recursively: If H(1) is the hopset given by Theorem 8 with β1 as in (19),
then apply the construction on the graph G ∪H(1), but only for levels ` up to `2 = log β1, to obtain a hopset H(2).
Since for any x, y ∈ V we have d(β1)

G∪H(1)(x, y) ≤ (1 + ε)dG(x, y), then adding both H(1) and H(2) guarantees

d
(β2)
G∪H(1)∪H(2)(x, y) ≤ (1 + ε)2dG(x, y), where β2 =

(
3c·(k+1/ρ)·log β1

ε

)k+1/ρ+1

, where c is the constant hidden
by the O(·) notation in (19). This bound follows because ε needs to be rescaled by 3`2 = 3 log β1; the rescaling
by log β1 is to compensate for the number of levels, and by 3 to reduce the error from (1 + ε)2 back to 1 + ε.
Continuing in this manner for the next level with `3 = log β2 levels, we obtain in general a recursion for βi+1 =(

3c·(k+1/ρ)·log βi
ε

)k+1/ρ+1

, and it can be shown by induction that as long as log(i) n ≥ 3c log(k + 1/ρ) we have

βi ≤

8c · (k + 1/ρ)2 ·
[
log(3c(k + 1/ρ)/ε) + log(i) n

]
ε

k+1/ρ+1

.

After at most t = log∗ n iterations, we get that βt = O
(

(k+1/ρ)2

ε

)(1+o(1))·(k+1/ρ)

. To summarize, this yields a hopset
with constant parameter β that is computed in time polylog(n).

Theorem 9. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, an integer k > 1, and parameters 0 < ρ < 1,

0 < ε < 1/5, there is a parallel algorithm running in time O(
(

(k+1/ρ)·logn
ε

)k+1/ρ+2

) and Õ(|E| · nρ) work, that

computes H of size at most O(n1+1/(2k−1) · log∗ n), which is a (β, ε)-hopset, where

β = O

(
(k + 1/ρ)2

ε

)(1+o(1))·(k+1/ρ)

. (20)
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5 Approximate Shortest Paths

5.1 CONGSET Model
In several papers [Nan14, HKN16, EN16a], it was shown how to use hopsets to distributively compute (1 + ε)-
approximate shortest paths from a single source z ∈ V , or from multiple sources. However, all these results have
running time (

√
n+D) · (1/ε)Õ(

√
logn) · log Λ, where Λ is the aspect ratio of the input graph. Here we eliminate the

dependence on the aspect ratio. In addition, every vertex needs only a small memory during the computation. Since
the derivation of shortest paths from hopsets already appeared in several places, we only give a brief sketch.

Theorem 10. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) with hop-diameter D, a source vertex z ∈ V , and a parameter
0 < ε < 1/5, there is a distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model that runs in (

√
n+D) · (1/ε)Õ(

√
logn) rounds,

and computes (1+ε)-approximate shortest paths from z to every v ∈ V . Furthermore, every vertex requires 2Õ(
√

logn)

memory.

Proof. Sample each vertex to V ′ independently with probability 1/
√
n, and apply Theorem 6 to compute a (β, ε)-

hopset H for G′ = (V ′, E′, w′), where the weights w′ corresponds to B = 4
√
n lnn bounded distances in G. The

parameters we choose are k = 1/ρ =
√

log n, so β = (1/ε)Õ(
√

logn). Next, run β iterations of Bellman-Ford in G′

rooted in the source z. As described in the broadcast algorithm of Lemma 8, each message of v ∈ V ′ will be sent
for B rounds in G (to implement the edges of G′), and also broadcast to the entire graph via a BFS tree of G (to
implement the hopset edges H). Since whp there are O(

√
n) vertices in V ′, it will take O(

√
n + D) · β rounds to

implement this (intermediate vertices in G forward the smallest estimate, if they receive more than one, so there is no
congestion). Now every vertex v ∈ V ′ has a value bz(v) which is a 1 + ε approximation to dG(z, v). Initiate another
B rounds of Bellman-Ford in G, each v ∈ V ′ starts off with bz(v) and u ∈ V \V ′ starts off with∞. It can be checked
that whp each shortest path in G has a vertex of V ′ in its first B hops. Thus for any u ∈ V , there is a v ∈ V ′ at most
B hops away on the shortest path from u to z. After the B iterations conclude, u will receive from this v its 1 + ε
approximation to dG(z, u).

By selecting a smaller ρ = µ log log n/ log n for some small enough constant µ > 0, we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 9. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) with hop-diameter D, a source vertex z ∈ V , and parameters
1/ logO(1) n < ε < 1/5 and µ > 0, there is a distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model that runs in (

√
n+D) ·

nO(µ) rounds, and computes (1 + ε)-approximate shortest paths from z to every v ∈ V . Furthermore, every vertex
requires logO(1/µ) n memory.

Multi-source Approximate Shortest Paths. In this setting we are given a set S ⊆ V of size |S| = s, and would
like to approximately compute shortest path for all pairs in S × V . Using a similar approach (but picking each vertex
into V ′ with probability 1/

√
sn), we obtain the following where s is large (see [EN16a] for details, and other regimes

of s).

Theorem 11. For any weighted graph G = (V,E) with hop-diameter D, a set S ⊆ V of size |S| = nΩ(1), and a
parameter 0 < ε < 1/5, there is a distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model that runs in (

√
sn+D) · (1/ε)O(1)

rounds, and computes (1 + ε)-approximate shortest paths for all pairs in S × V .

5.2 PRAM Approximate Shortest Paths with Preprocessing
We consider the following variant of s-SSP in the PRAM model, where the sources S arrive in an online manner. We
are allowed to first preprocess the graph, and then, for each query u ∈ S that arrives, we would like to compute 1 + ε
approximation to all shortest paths rooted at u in constant parallel time.

Fix a constant k ≥ 1, that will determine the tradeoff between time and work. The algorithm starts with computing
the hopset H from Theorem 9 with parameter ρ = 1/k. The preprocessing time (i.e., the time required to construct
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the hopset) is
(

logn
ε

)O(k)

, and the preprocessing work is Õ(|E| · n1/k). This hopset has hopbound β =
(
k
ε

)O(k)
, i.e.,

constant as long as k and ε are.
Given a source u, we compute a (1+ε)-approximate u×V shortest paths inG, by running β iterations of Bellman-

Ford in G ∪ H , starting from u. We allocate O(degG∪H(v) · n1/k) processors to every vertex v. Kucera [Kuc81]
and Shiloach and Vishkin [SV81] (see also Chaudhuri’s book [Cha92], Ch. 5.2.1) showed that using O(N1+1/k)
processors, one can find minimum of N values in O(k) CRCW PRAM time.

One iteration of B-F amounts to computing the minimum of degG∪H(v) values, in each vertex v ∈ V . Hence,
we implement β iterations of B-F in O(k · β) = O(1) parallel time. The overall number of processors used for this
computation is

O(n1/k)
∑
v∈V

degG∪H(v) = O(n1/k · (|E|+ n1+1/(2k−1) log∗ n)) .

We remark that when constructing the hopset, each vertex can keep track of all hopset edges e ∈ H whose path P (e)
in G contain it. This means that the actual approximate paths are reported.

Theorem 12. (PRAM ASPP) For constant parameters k ≥ 1 and ε > 0, using preprocessing that can be implemented

in
(

logn
ε

)O(k)

time and Õ(|E|n1/k) work, one can then compute (1 + ε)-approximate shortest paths u× V from any

source u ∈ V in constant query time (specifically,
(
k
ε

)O(k)
), and O((|E| + n1+1/(2k−1) log∗ n) · n1/k) work, in the

CRCW PRAM model. (In EREW PRAM model, the query time of this algorithm is O(β log n) = O(log n).)

6 CONGEST RAM Model
Here we briefly discuss the assumption that edge weights can be sent in a single message in distributed models of
computation. Recall that in the CONGEST RAM model, every vertex v is allowed to send O(1) edge weights or
Identity numbers over each edge e = (v, u) incident on v, regardless of the length of bit representations of these edge
weights.

In the sorting literature, for example, one distinguishes between algorithms that work in the RAM model, and those
that manipulate with bits of input elements (see [HT02, Han04], and the references therein). This is also the case in the
context of algorithms for maximum flow, where the state-of-the-art algorithm with running time that does not depend
on edge capacities requires O(mn) time [Orl13], while the state-of-the-art algorithm whose running time depends on
edge capacities requires O(m10/7U1/7) time [Mad16], where U is the ratio between maximum and minimum edge
capacities. See also the recent work of Cohen et al. [CMSV17] about centralized shortest paths computations with
negative weights; in this context too the literature separates between algorithms with running times that do and do not
depend on edge weights.

An argument that can be made against our CONGEST RAM model is that in “real” networks, the bandwidth is
bounded by a fixed threshold value T , and therefore the running time has to be a function of Λ. Note, however, that
precisely the same argument can be made against the RAM model, as “real” computer words are of size at most some
T , and so the centralized running time also has to be a function of Λ.

We also show that in many settings where a small error 1 + δ is allowed, one can indicate an edge weight using
only O(log log Λ + log(1/δ)) bits. To see this, partition the range of possible weights, w.l.o.g. [1,Λ], into intervals
Ii = [(1 + δ)i−1, (1 + δ)i], and note that there are

⌈
log Λ
δ

⌉
possible values of i. To indicate an edge weight w up to

a 1 + δ error, it suffices to indicate for which i we have w ∈ Ii, which requires O(log(log Λ/δ)) bits. We observe
that for computing hopsets with error 1 + O(ε), we can suffer 1 + ε error in edge weights, so the bit complexity of
messages is only O(log log Λ + log(1/ε)). Assuming Λ is exponential in poly(n), the messages can be encoded with
O(log n) bits. Generally, when messages are of size O(log n), the overhead is O(logn log Λ).
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